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Melanie Estates

The Property 11 Melanie Street Norwich
Report Commissioned by Mr A Goodlandlord
Inspector Certified HHSRS Practitioner
Date of inspection Friday 6th Octember 2024
Weather conditions at time of Warm sunny day, no rain
inspection
Building Age 1970s from its look. Not confirmed
Description of property A three-story terraced house across three floors and with an integral garage.

It is of brick/block and studwork construction. The roof construction was not ascertained.
The property is in reasonable condition throughout, some wear and tear - with effects as
detailed below.
The property has been newly fitted with a Grade A LD2 fire alarm system Emergency lighting is
also newly
fitted. The property has gas central heating with a large unvented storage tanks fitted in the
last 5-6 years
There are three bedrooms to the second floor (one with en suite bathroom having bath, shower
over, w/c
and hand-basin) and one bedroom below the Tower Hamlets “desired size for bedroom use”
although it
meets the national standard. There is a fire-door enclosed second floor hallway. At the top of
the stairs to
the second floor is a storage cupboard.
First Floor
Stairs to the second floor start from an open-plan situation in the lounge/dining room.
Part of the original lounge/diner has been previously separated off with studwork to create an
additional
bedroom. There is a further bedroom accessed form the first-floor landing.
There is a communal kitchen with facilities adequate for 5 occupants.

Purpose of review
Landlord desires to move a third resident into the property and this will make it an HMO
licensable under
ABC Borough Council “Additional” HMO licensing scheme.
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Advice as to immediate
licence application

IMMEDIATE ACTION

Suggested Action

Apply immediately for a x person x room Mandatory HMO licence which maximise
your flexibility in the future. Also putting forward the one of the small rooms for
single occupation and the other as an additional lounge space. Council may object
to the fourth room but not the fifth person. We would then negotiate with Council
for you on the 5th room.

The kitchen is adequate for x people but not y.
Items in the Urgent Action Needed column coloured in red really do need immediate
action.
These are items that would mostly fall in Category 1 on Council inspection which
require them to issue immediate enforcement notices and possibly large Civil
Penalty fines and this is not somewhere you would want to be.
Items in this column and coloured in blue are not mandatory but “good practice” it
is suggested that you do them unless you have sound reason not to.
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Inspected item Inspection commentary Deficiencies HHSRS Hazard Urgent Action Needed Suggested
Action

Emergency Lighting
commissioning, test and
servicing record

The property has had a Fire Risk
Assessment (FRA) performed and
this highlighted deficiencies all of
which must be addressed (most
of them are amplified herein)
Once completed the FRA must
be updated to indicate that the
works have been done. FRA is a
“living” document and must be
kept up to date and held offsite

Fire Risk Assessment is

legal requirement for

HMOs

Emergency Lighting
commissioning, test and
servicing record

The emergency lights will
need
to be tested monthly for
operation and annually for
battery performance
We recommend that the six
monthly tests are put on an
annual contract with a local
regulated alarm contractor.

Commissioning
certificate is required

It is strongly

recommend

ed that a

record be

kept of

regular tests

and

servicing of

emergency

lighting and

kept on and

offsite
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Photo Inspection commentary Deficiencies HHSRS Hazard Urgent Action Needed Suggested Action

External

Property is on a relatively quiet
side road one-way road parking
both sides and heart and restricted
parking
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Photo Inspection commentary Deficiencies HHSRS Hazard Urgent Action Needed Suggested Action

Front garden untidy and needs to Numerous trip 20 Falls on the Remove or rebuild broken
be tidied up and cleared. hazards and unsafe level wall and remove all debris

for visiting children
21 Falls on stairs Remove broken fence

Loose blockwork
29 Structural

panels

Loose fence panels Clear and maintain garden

Garden Overgrown
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Photo Inspection commentary Deficiencies HHSRS Hazard Urgent Action Needed Suggested Action

Broken coping stone to the front
slope access has no handrail
would be very slippery in icy
conditions

Broken coping stone 20 Falls on level Fit handrail Replace coping stone
to the front surfaces

Sloping access has 29 Structural
no handrail could be collapse
very slippery and icy
conditions
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Photo Inspection commentary Deficiencies HHSRS Hazard Urgent Action Needed Suggested Action

First Floor WC

WC top first left of staircase this Wash basin is 17 Personal Fit wash hand basin
WC has no wash-basin required hygiene and

sanitation
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Photo Inspection commentary Deficiencies HHSRS Hazard Urgent Action Needed Suggested Action

Bedroom 1 – Second Floor

Wardrobe fitted no signs of damp
or mould

Also no signs of damp or mould to
the walls in this bedroom generally

Window UPVC double glazed
no restrictors

fitted sill height 1020

22 Falls between
levels

Sill height below xx mm so
fit restrictor. This must be
non-locking type to allow
this window to be used as
fire Means of Escape

Council may require

fitting of trickle vents
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Photo Inspection commentary Deficiencies HHSRS Hazard Urgent Action Needed Suggested Action

Room size approximately

3.5m X 3.01m = 10.5m2

Adequate for one occupant
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Photo Inspection commentary Deficiencies HHSRS Hazard Urgent Action Needed Suggested Action

Roof Garden

Rooftop garden with unguarded
windows to the top floor bedroom
they would need a guard rail. very
low height access but adequate.
Area has decking however:

Falls on the level hazard to the
roof garden due to decay timbers
that would need replacing

Open windows 22 Falls Between A balustrade of height
present a risk of Levels 1100mm in required
falling for persons having no gap greater than
on the roof garden. 100mm. Alternatively

safety glass may be used

Uneven decking due 20 Falls on level Here we give you advice
to ageing surfaces on what it is essential you

do immediately to comply
with Legislation,
Regulations and avoid
prosecution/fines

The regulations are the
‘minimum requirement.
Often, we would
recommend additional
items to make your
property a “good”
home.
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Photo Inspection commentary Deficiencies HHSRS Hazard Urgent Action Needed Suggested Action

Bedroom 2 – third door on left from top of stairs

Here there would be a narrative of
what the inspector saw on site.

From that he/she will interpret
any “deficiencies” and list these in
the next column.

Our Certified HHSRS Practitioner
will then decide which HHSRS
Hazards are being breached
(these are the items the Council
would prosecute you under) and
then describe the Urgent Action
Needed plus any Recommended
Actions

Here the HHSRS In this section are Here we give you advice The regulations are the
Practitioner will list out the HHSRS on what it is essential you ‘minimum requirement.
the deficiencies hazards being do immediately to comply Often, we would
relative to the breached by the with Legislation, recommend additional
photo/room deficiency Regulations and avoid items to make your

For example:
prosecution/fines as Risk property a “good”
Rooms. home.

24 Fire
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Photo Inspection commentary Deficiencies HHSRS Hazard Urgent Action Needed Suggested Action

Wardrobe one no signs of damp or
mould
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Photo Inspection commentary Deficiencies HHSRS Hazard Urgent Action Needed Suggested Action

Bedroom two airing cupboard

Here there would be a narrative of Here our Certified In this section are Here we give you advice The regulations are the
what the inspector saw on site. HHSRS Practitioner the HHSRS on what it is essential you ‘minimum requirement.

From that he/she will interpret any
will list out the hazards being do immediately to comply Often, we would
deficiencies relative to breached by the with Legislation, recommend additional

“deficiencies” and list these in the the photo/room deficiency Regulations and avoid items to make your
next column.

For example:
prosecution/fines as Risk property a “good”
Rooms. home.

24 Fire
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Photo Inspection commentary Deficiencies HHSRS Hazard Urgent Action Needed Suggested Action

Here there would be a narrative of Here our Certified In this section are Here we give you advice Here there would be a
what the inspector saw on site. HHSRS Practitioner the HHSRS on what it is essential you narrative of what the

From that he/she will interpret any
will list out the hazards being do immediately to comply inspector saw on site.
deficiencies relative to breached by the with Legislation,

“deficiencies” and list these in the the photo/room deficiency Regulations and avoid From that he/she will
next column. prosecution/fines as Risk interpret any

For example: Rooms. “deficiencies” and list

21 Falls Between
these in the next
column.

Levels

Heating by programmable Dimplex
wall heater
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Photo Inspection commentary Deficiencies HHSRS Hazard Urgent Action Needed Suggested Action

Here there would be a narrative of
what the inspector saw on site.

From that he/she will interpret
any “deficiencies” and list these in
the next column.

Here our Certified In this section are Here we give you advice
HHSRS Practitioner the HHSRS on what it is essential you
will list out the hazards being do immediately to comply
deficiencies relative to breached by the with Legislation,
the photo/room deficiency Regulations and avoid

For example:
prosecution/fines as Risk
Rooms.

Here there would be a
narrative of what the
inspector saw on site.

From that he/she will
interpret any
“deficiencies” and
list these in the next

24 Fire

approximate size 3.3 2X 2.7 m

= 8.91m2

Suitable for one occupant

column.
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Photo Inspection commentary Deficiencies HHSRS Hazard Urgent Action Needed Suggested Action

Here there would be a narrative of Here our Certified In this section are Here we give you advice Here there would be a
what the inspector saw on site. HHSRS Practitioner the HHSRS on what it is essential you narrative of what the

From that he/she will interpret any
will list out the hazards being do immediately to comply inspector saw on site.
deficiencies relative to breached by the with Legislation,

“deficiencies” and list these in the the photo/room deficiency Regulations and avoid From that he/she will
next column. prosecution/fines as Risk interpret any

For example: Rooms. “deficiencies” and list

1 Damp and
these in the next
column.

Mould

Here there would be a narrative of Here our Certified In this section are Here we give you advice Here there would be a
what the inspector saw on site. HHSRS Practitioner the HHSRS on what it is essential you narrative of what the

From that he/she will interpret any
will list out the hazards being do immediately to comply inspector saw on site.
deficiencies relative to breached by the with Legislation,

“deficiencies” and list these in the the photo/room deficiency Regulations and avoid From that he/she will
next column. prosecution/fines as Risk interpret any

For example: Rooms. “deficiencies” and list

1 Damp and
these in the next
column.

Mould
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Photo Inspection commentary Deficiencies HHSRS Hazard Urgent Action Needed Suggested Action

Here there would be a narrative of Here our Certified In this section are Here we give you advice Here there would be a
what the inspector saw on site. HHSRS Practitioner the HHSRS on what it is essential you narrative of what the

From that he/she will interpret any
will list out the hazards being do immediately to comply inspector saw on site.
deficiencies relative to breached by the with Legislation,

“deficiencies” and list these in the the photo/room deficiency Regulations and avoid From that he/she will
next column. prosecution/fines as Risk interpret any

For example: Rooms. “deficiencies” and list

1 Damp and
these in the next
column.

Mould

Here there would be a narrative of Here our Certified In this section are Here we give you advice Here there would be a
what the inspector saw on site. HHSRS Practitioner the HHSRS on what it is essential you narrative of what the

From that he/she will interpret any
will list out the hazards being do immediately to comply inspector saw on site.
deficiencies relative to breached by the with Legislation,

“deficiencies” and list these in the the photo/room deficiency Regulations and avoid From that he/she will
next column. prosecution/fines as Risk interpret any

For example: Rooms. “deficiencies” and list

24 Fire
these in the next
column.

23 Electrical
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Photo Inspection commentary Deficiencies HHSRS Hazard Urgent Action Needed Suggested Action

Here there would be a narrative of Here our Certified In this section are Here we give you advice Here there would be a
what the inspector saw on site. HHSRS Practitioner the HHSRS on what it is essential you narrative of what the

From that he/she will interpret any
will list out the hazards being do immediately to comply inspector saw on site.
deficiencies relative to breached by the with Legislation,

“deficiencies” and list these in the the photo/room deficiency Regulations and avoid From that he/she will
next column. prosecution/fines as Risk interpret any

For example: Rooms. “deficiencies” and list

1 Damp and
these in the next
column.

Mould

Here there would be a narrative of Here our Certified In this section are Here we give you advice Here there would be a
what the inspector saw on site. HHSRS Practitioner the HHSRS on what it is essential you narrative of what the

From that he/she will interpret any
will list out the hazards being do immediately to comply inspector saw on site.
deficiencies relative to breached by the with Legislation,

“deficiencies” and list these in the the photo/room deficiency Regulations and avoid From that he/she will
next column. prosecution/fines as Risk interpret any

For example: Rooms. “deficiencies” and list

1 Damp and
these in the next
column.

Mould
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Photo Inspection commentary Deficiencies HHSRS Hazard Urgent Action Needed Suggested Action

Here there would be a narrative of Here our Certified In this section are Here we give you advice Here there would be a
what the inspector saw on site. HHSRS Practitioner the HHSRS on what it is essential you narrative of what the

From that he/she will interpret any
will list out the hazards being do immediately to comply inspector saw on site.
deficiencies relative to breached by the with Legislation,

“deficiencies” and list these in the the photo/room deficiency Regulations and avoid From that he/she will
next column. prosecution/fines as Risk interpret any

For example: Rooms. “deficiencies” and list

1 Damp and
these in the next
column.

Mould

Here there would be a narrative of Here our Certified In this section are Here we give you advice Here there would be a
what the inspector saw on site. HHSRS Practitioner the HHSRS on what it is essential you narrative of what the

From that he/she will interpret any
will list out the hazards being do immediately to comply inspector saw on site.
deficiencies relative to breached by the with Legislation,

“deficiencies” and list these in the the photo/room deficiency Regulations and avoid From that he/she will
next column. prosecution/fines as Risk interpret any

For example: Rooms. “deficiencies” and list

18 Water Supply
these in the next
column.
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Photo Inspection commentary Deficiencies HHSRS Hazard Urgent Action Needed Suggested Action

Here there would be a narrative of Here our Certified In this section are Here we give you advice Here there would be a
what the inspector saw on site. HHSRS Practitioner the HHSRS on what it is essential you narrative of what the

From that he/she will interpret any
will list out the hazards being do immediately to comply inspector saw on site.
deficiencies relative to breached by the with Legislation,

“deficiencies” and list these in the the photo/room deficiency Regulations and avoid From that he/she will
next column. prosecution/fines as Risk interpret any

For example: Rooms. “deficiencies” and list

18 Water Supply
these in the next
column.

Electric fan heater to the bathroom
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Photo Inspection commentary Deficiencies HHSRS Hazard Urgent Action Needed Suggested Action

Here there would be a narrative of Here our Certified In this section are Here we give you advice Here there would be a
what the inspector saw on site. HHSRS Practitioner the HHSRS on what it is essential you narrative of what the

From that he/she will interpret any
will list out the hazards being do immediately to comply inspector saw on site.
deficiencies relative to breached by the with Legislation,

“deficiencies” and list these in the the photo/room deficiency Regulations and avoid From that he/she will
next column. prosecution/fines as Risk interpret any

For example: Rooms. “deficiencies” and list

18 Water Supply
these in the next
column.

Here there would be a narrative of Here our Certified In this section are Here we give you advice Here there would be a
what the inspector saw on site. HHSRS Practitioner the HHSRS on what it is essential you narrative of what the

From that he/she will interpret any
will list out the hazards being do immediately to comply inspector saw on site.
deficiencies relative to breached by the with Legislation,

“deficiencies” and list these in the the photo/room deficiency Regulations and avoid From that he/she will
next column. prosecution/fines as Risk interpret any

For example: Rooms. “deficiencies” and list

1 Damp and
these in the next
column.

Mould

Bathroom light not working 13 Lighting
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Photo Inspection commentary Deficiencies HHSRS Hazard Urgent Action Needed Suggested Action

Other Rooms

The report continues and covers every room in the property in such detail

Plus:

• The structure of the building

• Front, rear and side gardens

• Common ways

• And also (as an optional extra) a fully “scored” HHSRS hazards as per the next few pages.
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SAMPLE HHSRS SCORED REPORT

(Optional Extra)

(As would be produced by Council to support
Enforcement Notice, Prosecution and Fines)
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Photo Inspection commentary Deficiencies HHSRS Hazard Urgent Action Needed Suggested Action

HHSRS Hazard Assessment for Hazard 24. Fire

Determination: This is a CATEGORY 1 HAZARD = Council ENFORCEMENT action would be REQUIRED BY LAW

HHSRS HAZARD RATING “A” – HHSRS SCORE “5,500”

Not compliant fire door 24 Fire

No intumescent strips

No cold smoke seals

No Hydraulic closer

Hinges and hardware
not fire rated

Smoke detector without 24 Fire
sounder

Very unlikely that xx
dBA sound level at
bedhead in second
floor rooms
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Photo Inspection commentary Deficiencies HHSRS Hazard Urgent Action Needed Suggested Action

Not compliant fire door 24 Fire

No intumescent strips

No cold smoke seals

No Hydraulic closer

Hinges and hardware
not fire rated

Not compliant fire door 24 Fire

No intumescent strips

No cold smoke seals

No Hydraulic closer

Hinges and hardware
not fire rated
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Photo Inspection commentary Deficiencies HHSRS Hazard Urgent Action Needed Suggested Action

No fire Alarm Sounder 24 Fire
on this floor

Very unlikely that xx
dBA sound level at
bedhead in second
floor rooms

Use of a four way 24 Fire
trailing extension lead

23 Electricalin the kitchen
Hazards

Not compliant fire door 24 Fire

No intumescent strips

No cold smoke seals

No Hydraulic closer

Hinges and hardware
not fire rated
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Photo Inspection commentary Deficiencies HHSRS Hazard Urgent Action Needed Suggested Action

This is the only sounder 24 Fire
in the living
accommodation. There
is no sounder at all on
the second floor and
this one is two fire-
doors distant from
second floor sleeping
accommodation.

Although not shown here for brevity, there were in fact many other items adding to the high score and CATEGORY 1 rating in the example property
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